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1.0 Summary
Husky Oil Operations Limited (Husky) plans to continue its ongoing closure and reclamation
activities on the Slater River Project—located southeast of Norman Wells, NT—within the projected
timeline of December 1, 2018 to September 30, 2019. Regular maintenance and inspections will
take place annually as required.
The project is working towards the Closure Goal, as outlined in the Mackenzie Valley Land and
Water Board’s Guidelines for the Closure and Reclamation of Advanced Mineral Exploration and
Mine Sites in the Northwest Territories document:
To return the [project] site and affected areas to viable, and wherever
practicable, self-sustaining ecosystems that are compatible with a healthy
environment and with human activities.

Husky plans to carry out its closure and reclamation activities (outlined in the sub-sections below),
guided by the Board’s four closure principles of Physical Stability, Chemical Stability, No LongTerm Active Care, and Future Use.
As the project progresses through further monitoring, inspections, and seasonal changes, team
members are expected to revise and further develop this plan. As such this document should be
considered an interim Closure and Reclamation Plan.
In this document, “Project components”, or “components,” refers to access roads, bridges,
culverts, storage pads, camp pads, quarries, and wellsites related to the Slater River Project.
Husky’s activities for this plan fall into four categories as outlined below:
Well Abandonment: Well or part of a well is permanently plugged. Requires both downhole and
surface abandonment and is implemented within six years of well suspension.
Stabilization: Implementation of erosion and sediment control measures such as straw wattles
and matting, drainage control ditches and settling ponds, rip-rap, armoring, and re-vegetation as
required. Infrastructure will remain in use where needed. Stabilization measures will be
implemented as part of care and maintenance and reclamation activities--detailed for each project
component in Section 4.0 of this document.
Care and Maintenance: Keeping infrastructure/project components in an operable state for the life
of the program. Requires ongoing monitoring and maintenance as required and can include
installation or repair of rip-rap as well as re-grading or contouring of roads or pad areas.
Reclamation: Return of the previously-used work areas to a natural state or equivalent land use.
Implemented when site and/or project components are no longer needed. Reclaimed areas are
anticipated to be inspected over the next 3 to 5 years to ensure stability and vegetative growth is
satisfactory.
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1.1 Well Abandonment
Table 1-1 outlines the wellsites and pads scheduled for abandonment from January to
March 2019. The wells were constructed in the winter on an ice pad; therefore, disturbance
to the surrounding vegetation is expected to be minimal. The extent of reclamation required
will be further assessed in the Spring to Fall 2019.
Table 1-1: Wells to be abandoned (NAD 83, decimal degrees)
Component
N-09 Wellsite
H-64 Wellsite
MW-01 Well pad
MW-04 Well pad
MW-09 Well pad
MW-11 Well pad
MW-12 Well pad
MW-16 Well pad
MW-17 Well pad
MW-19 Well pad

Latitude
64.982062° N
64.891321° N
65.098418° N
65.094917° N
64.985557° N
64.968016° N
64.963541° N
64.901772° N
64.879686° N
64.889132° N

Longitude
126.524149° W
126.190831° W
126.267945° W
126.333217° W
126.513981° W
126.543924° W
126.509605° W
126.324887° W”
126.272158° W
126.194355° W

1.2 Care and Maintenance
Table 1-2 outlines the project components, including access roads, that will be maintained
for the life of the Slater River Project as they may be required for future exploration activity.
These components may also undergo Stabilization activities as detailed in Section 4.0 of
this document and pending further inspections and assessments as the project progresses.
Table 1-2: Components to be maintained (NAD 83, decimal degrees)
Component
Winter Access Security Station
Winter Access Camp
Winter Completions Camp
Winter Access Ice Roads
All-Weather Access Road
All-Weather Staging Area
All-Weather Base Camp
Quarry M

Latitude
65.113455° N
65.091159° N
64.968976° N
n/a
n/a
65.098052° N
65.006865° N
64.998421° N

Longitude
126.181980° W
126.215201° W
126.546191° W
n/a
n/a
126.265389° W
126.434409° W
126.485017° W

1.3 Reclamation
Table 1-3 outlines the site-wide services project components that are scheduled for
progressive reclamation in Spring to Fall 2019. This is anticipated to be a 3 to 5 year
process. These components may also undergo Stabilization activities as detailed in Section
4.0 of this document and pending further inspections and assessments as the project
progresses. Surficial reclamation of all wellsites listed in Table 1-1, is also included in
progressive reclamation.
Table 1-3: Components to be reclaimed (NAD 83, decimal degrees)
Component
Airstrip & O-41 Wellsite

Latitude
65.014750° N
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Quarry B

65.009298° N

126.453732° W

2.0 Introduction
2.1 Purpose and Scope
This is Husky’s Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan (CRP) for the Slater River Project,
located southeast of Norman Wells, NWT. Husky will implement the plan within the
projected timeline of December 1, 2018 to September 30, 2019 as noted above in Section
1.0.

2.2 Goal
As stated in Section 1.0 of this document.

2.3 Closure and Reclamation Planning Team
The current reclamation and closure team consists of Husky’s:
 Slater River Project Manager


Regulatory Specialist, NWT



Environmental Operations Personnel



Construction Operations Personnel



Community Relations Personnel



Asset Retirement Personnel

Third-party external environmental service companies will provide additional support.

2.4 Engagement
Husky is committed to comprehensive, meaningful, and ongoing engagement with
stakeholders and, most specifically, with the local communities. In preparation for the
downhole well abandonment of H-64 and N-09, and in accordance with the Mackenzie
Valley Land and Water Board “Draft Consultation and Engagement Policy” (MVLWB, 2013),
Husky has developed and implemented an engagement plan that seeks to identify and
mitigate concerns raised by stakeholders, and maximize opportunities and benefits in the
region. The engagement plan will guide Husky’s activities by ensuring that affected
stakeholders are identified; key issues and concerns are identified and addressed; and,
where reasonable and feasible, feedback is incorporated back into project planning.
Husky is also committed to building local employment capacity and continues to work with
communities and organizations to identify employment opportunities and support related
training.
Husky has presented and discussed its proposed program with community members of
Norman Wells and Tulita at public meetings in January and November 2018. Prior to the
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public consultation meetings, Husky initiated numerous phone calls and emails to the
community Land Corporations, the Tulita District Land Corporation, and Renewable
Resources Councils informing them that Husky would be in the communities, and to
coordinate schedules that would provide the greatest exposure to Husky’s plans for the
proposed program to the communities. The purpose of the engagement sessions was to
review past activities, to outline the proposed downhole well abandonment of H-64 and N09, and to confirm which sites in the Slater River program will remain open and others that
will move into closure and reclamation.
Following the review, Husky provided a detailed preview of the upcoming Slater River
2018/19 wellsite abandonment program of existing wells N-09 and H-64 including:
 Definitions of terminology for the restoration of infrastructure;


Domestic and industrial waste handling and fuel storage;



Hydrocarbon well abandonment procedures;



Groundwater monitoring well abandonment/decommissioning;



Procurement procedure and schedule; and



Environmental compliance and regulatory permitting.

These meetings and conversations have provided the opportunity to discuss program
components, goods and services requirements, and employment opportunities.

2.5 Regulatory Instruments for Closure and Reclamation
Regulatory documents pertinent to this Closure and Reclamation Plan:
I.

Government of the Northwest Territories, Office of the Regulator of Oil and
Gas Operations, Legislation and Guidance; Oil and Gas Operations Act, Oil
and Gas Drilling and Production Regulations, Oil and Gas Installations
Regulations

II.

MVLWB / AANDC Guidelines for the Closure and Reclamation of Advanced
Mineral Exploration and Mine Sites in the Northwest Territories, November
2013

III.

Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) standards and
practices

Husky’s documents pertinent to the Closure and Reclamation Plan:
IV.

Husky Oil Operations 2018 Semi- Annual Summer Site Inspection Report:
S13L1-005 – Slater River Wellsites and Groundwater Wells (October 2018)

V.

Husky Oil Operations 2018 Summer Site Inspection Report: S13L1-006 –
Slater River Site Wide Services (October 2018)

VI.

Husky Oil Operations Project Execution Plans

VII.

Project Update Letters submitted to Sahtu Land and Water Board
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Husky’s current land use permits and water licenses supporting the project:
Table 2-1 - Permits and Water Licenses supporting Closure and Reclamation
Permit or License
Type A Land Use Permit
S13L1-006, Sahtu Land and
Water Board

Expiration Date

Permitted or Licensed Activity

October 23, 2018
(seeking renewal)

Type B Water License
S13X-003, Sahtu Land and
Water Board
Type A Land Use Permit
S13A-002, Sahtu Land and
Water Board

October 23, 2018
(seeking renewal)

Permits camp operations, winter
access, construction and use of
staging area
Permits water for camp operations

Type B Water License
S13L1-005, Sahtu Land and
Water Board
S12X-006, Sahtu Land and
Water Board

July 18, 2020

Permits exploratory oil and gas
drilling, construction of access and
wellsites, managing wastes,
reclamation activities
Permits well activities

October 23, 2018
(seeking renewal)

Permits groundwater exploration
program

July 18, 2020

3.0 Project Environment
The project environment has been previously described in Environmental Protection Plans (EPPs)
submitted to the Sahtu Land and Water Board (SLWB). This section examines the atmospheric,
terrestrial and aquatic environments, and the potential effects of the program, and the mitigative
measures that will be in place.

3.1 Baseline Assessments
Soils information obtained from previous Pre-Disturbance Assessments (PDAs) performed
on the Slater River project area describe the soils as having a dark, amorphous, highlydecomposed organic (peat) to loam topsoil layer, to a depth of approximately 10cm to
60cm. Subsoil layers are typically composed of sandy and silty clays. Depths to auger
refusals, which may be indicative of permafrost or bedrock, range between 30cm and
90cm. Pre-disturbance soil assessments were conducted on the wellsite locations in
September 2012 and were previously submitted to the SLWB under LUP S11A-003.
Husky retained Naviq Consulting Inc. (Naviq) to provide permafrost and geotechnical input
to the proposed Slater River project. In response to a requirement from the SLWB, Naviq
prepared an Erosion Control and Sediment Management Plan. This report provides
information and strategies for erosion control and sediment management/containment in
discontinuous permafrost.
For further information refer to the April 2013 Erosion Control and Sediment Management
Report (Naviq Consulting Inc, 2013) that was previously submitted to the SLWB under LUP
S12F-007.
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A geophysical permafrost assessment followed by an intrusive shallow borehole program
was conducted in the summer 2012. The study was performed to gain an understanding of
the soil conditions and permafrost along the proposed all-weather access right-of-way and
to locate quarry sites for road building material. The geophysical report was submitted to
the SLWB under LUP S12F-007. Results of the intrusive shallow borehole program
indicated that the typical depth to permafrost varied from approximately 0.3m in undisturbed
terrain to over 1.0m in previously-disturbed terrain. Results of the geophysical assessment
along the all-weather access route and quarry locations indicated three types of
surface/subsurface conditions (MWH, 2012a):
I.

Areas underlain by silt and clay silt with permafrost within 1 to 1.5m of the
surface;

II.

Areas underlain by bedrock comprised of shale or limestone with permafrost
present at a depth greater than 1.5m;

III.

Areas of muskeg and fen underlain by highly organic material with permafrost
within 1 m of the surface. In similar muskeg and fen areas that have degraded
permafrost, permafrost may be as deep as 3m to 5m.

Husky has continued to monitor permafrost in the area using thermistor monitoring
locations, installed in winter 2013, along the all-weather access road. The monitoring
locations consisted of a thermistor string and data logger to record the ground temperatures
over time.

4.0 Project Description
4.1 Project Location and Access
The Slater River project area is located approximately 34 kilometers to the South East of
Norman Wells, it is accessed by helicopter throughout most of the year. It can be accessed
by temporary ice road in the winter by travelling approximately 34km South on the
Government of Northwest Territories (GNWT) winter road towards Tulita from Norman
Wells, and then turning South at the Husky security area into the winter project area. The
project area can also be accessed via boat, and barge at the Mackenzie River Staging Area
from June – September. See Appendix A - Maps for project access maps as follows:


Map 1: Slater River Project Map



Map 2: Slater River Regional Map with Helipad

The existing project component footprint is shown in the Maps, but Husky plans to complete
a full ‘as-built’ survey of the program in the Summer of 2019.

4.2 Site History
Site-specific information for each location has been fully described and assessed in Husky’s
Environmental Protection Plans (EPPs), previously submitted to the Sahtu Land and
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Water Board. This CRP has considered all sites within the Slater River program area
associated with the Land Use Permits (LUP) and Water Licenses (WL) listed below.
Husky has conducted exploration activities in the Slater River program area from 2011 to
2014 including access construction, camp and security operations, 3-dimensional (3-D)
seismic acquisition, and vertical well exploration drilling & completions. These activities
were conducted under existing Land Use Permits (LUP) and Water Licences (WL) as
issued by the Sahtu Land and Water Board (SLWB):





LUP S13X-003 (consolidated from S11T-002 and S12F-007) and WL S13L1-006
(consolidated from S11L3-002 and S12L8-007) – site wide services (staging,
access road construction, logistics, security and camp operations)
LUP S13A-002 (consolidated from S11A-003) and WL S13L1-005 (consolidated
from S11L1-003) – vertical well exploration drilling and completions
LUP S12X-006 – groundwater monitoring wells
LUP S11B-005 and WL S11L1-005—3-D seismic acquisition

4.3 Site Geology
Site-specific information for each location has been fully described and assessed in Husky’s
Environmental Protection Plans previously submitted to the Sahtu Land and Water
Board.

4.4 Project Summary
A full description of the Slater River Project lifecycle is available in all the Environmental
Protection Plans previously submitted to the Sahtu Land and Water Board.
Initial closure and reclamation activities will commence on selected sites from January to
September 2019.
Between January and March 2019, Husky will execute downhole abandonment of two
hydrocarbon exploration wells, two deep-water wells, two shallow-water wells, and eight
thermistor wells.
Project components will undergo either progressive reclamation or ongoing care and
maintenance. Progressive reclamation is anticipated to be a 3 to 5 year process while care
and maintenance will be continued over the life of the Slater River Project. Details for each
component are outlined in sub-sections 4.4.1 to 4.4.11.
A full as-built survey of the project components will be completed in the Summer of 2019 to
gather a full representation of the closure and reclamation work Husky has undertaken
within the licenced area.
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4.4.1 Winter Access
Component Details
The Winter Access is comprised of:


Security Area



Winter Access Construction and Completions Camps



Winter Ice Roads and Mackenzie River Ice Bridge

Stabilization and Care and Maintenance


Remove any garbage or debris that is present



Roll back any woody debris from the edge of the location and spread it evenly over
the area to promote natural revegetation



Reseed area with a regulator-approved seed mix if required



Controls to prevent sediment and erosion where required

4.4.2 All-Weather Staging Area
Component Details
This is a cleared area located on the south side of the Mackenzie River and is the
beginning of the all-weather access road that has a shale based and a crushed gravel
surface. Gravel is currently stockpiled on site
Stabilization and Care and Maintenance


Remove any debris and garbage from the area



Install erosion and sediment control measures at the access to the Mackenzie River



Aid water flow in channeling and rip-rap along natural drainage contours

4.4.3 All-Weather Access
Component Details
The All-Weather access is a 19 km-long road (approximately) located on the south side
of the Mackenzie River and running from the All-Weather Staging Area to the entrance
of Quarry M
Stabilization and Care and Maintenance
The all-weather access road will be stabilized and moved into the care and
maintenance program to reduce the potential for future erosion and limit the
requirement for future construction activities. Several methods will be employed to
achieve stabilization:
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Grade and re-pack the road surface



Repair or replace damaged culverts to ensure proper drainage of surface water
runoff



Where required install erosion and sediment control measures such as straw
wattles, rip-rap, armoring, erosion matting, compacted drainage ditches, and settling
ponds



Recontour bridge approaches



Install sediment control and soil stabilization measures; add rip rap and armoring
around the abutments and culverts where needed

4.4.4 All-Weather Base Camp
Component Details


Pad area is 300m x 200m (approximately) with a shale and crushed gravel base

Stabilization and Care and Maintenance
The camp pad area is to be stabilized and put into a state of care and maintenance
based on the following:


Equipment that is currently located on this area will be assessed and removed
where possible



Liner and other materials in the former fuel storage areas will be removed and the
area will be stabilized



Sample soils within the fuel storage area to ensure soil quality meets CCME
guidelines



Wherever possible the camp pad footprint will be reduced then stabilized for erosion
control and revegetated using a regulator-approved seed mix where required



Any existing natural woody debris will be spread over the area to promote natural
regeneration

4.4.5 Airstrip, Access and O-41 Well Pad
Component Details


Adjacent to and accessed from the all-weather access road



Airstrip and O-41 well pad have been cleared of trees using mulchers, but no
additional development was ever carried out



A base layer of shale was put down leading off the all-weather access road, toward
the airstrip, for approximately 150 m. The access is constructed of clay/shale
padding on geotextile.
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Stabilization and Care and Maintenance
The infrastructure will be stabilized and reclaimed as follows:


The shale materials from the access to the airstrip will be removed and hauled to
Quarry B and any geotextile materials will be sent to an approved disposal facility



All woody debris currently on the sides of the O-41 well location and the airstrip will
be rolled back across the area to promote natural revegetation and growth



If additional revegetation is required, a regulator-approved seed mix will be used

4.4.6 Quarry B
Component Details


Located at kilometer 17 on the All-Weather Access road



The quarry process resulted in soil removal, altering microbial communities and
affecting vegetation regrowth; acidic soil conditions are present within the exposed
subsoil



There are minimal amounts of topsoil in this geographic area and the topsoil
volumes available within this project area were reduced throughout the quarry
process

Reclamation
The reclamation process will require an in-depth and multi-phase approach including a
soil management plan, revegetation plan and surface water management strategy.
A soil management plan for this site will require replacing surface soils wherever
possible and adding amendments as determined through scientific trials and approved
through the regulatory bodies prior to application.
A revegetation plan will be developed to address the variable soil conditions.
A surface water management strategy will be developed to manage surface water
runoff and sedimentation during the spring melt, as well as after rainfall events
throughout the summer, while remediation and reclamation activities take place. The
measures that will be required can include but are not limited to:


Maintenance and installation of drainage ditches using heavy equipment



Construction of additional settling ponds to control sediments and prevent them from
moving off location



Installation of erosion matting if required
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4.4.7 Quarry M
Component Details


Located at kilometer 19 of the All-Weather Access road

Stabilization and Care and Maintenance
Quarry M will be stabilized to mitigate erosion and sedimentation before being put into a
state of care and maintenance as follows:


Recontour existing soil piles, using heavy equipment, to prevent future erosion



Install additional straw wattles and matting where required



Enlarge existing semi-permanent drainage channels and check-dams where
required to control surface water runoff and sedimentation; use rip-rap where
required



Promote natural regrowth or revegetate with a regulator-approved seed mix as
required

4.4.8 N-09 Wellsite
Component Details


Hydrocarbon exploration well located off the Winter Access

Reclamation
This site was constructed in the winter with no soil salvage and minimal disturbance to
existing vegetation. The planned reclamation activities for this site includes the
following:


Sample soils around the wellhead and casing to ensure soil quality meets CCME
guidelines



Pull out any cribbing and cut and cap the existing well two meters below the ground
level



Backfill the cellar with quarry material and organics and cap with topsoil



Roll back any woody debris where possible to promote natural revegetation



Revegetate using a regulator-approved seed mix if required
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4.4.9 H-64 Wellsite
Component Details


Hydrocarbon exploration well located off the Winter Access

Reclamation
This site was constructed in the winter with no soil salvage and minimal disturbance to
existing vegetation. The planned reclamation activities for this site includes the
following:


Sample soils around the wellhead and casing to ensure soil quality meets CCME
guidelines



Pull out any cribbing and cut and cap the existing well two meters below the ground
level



Backfill the cellar with quarry material and organics and cap with topsoil



Roll back any woody debris where possible to promote natural revegetation



Revegetate using a regulator-approved seed mix if required

4.4.10 Water Wells
Component Details


There are four water wells located in the project area:
o

MW-01A and MW-19B are shallow-water wells

o

MW-09A and MW-09B are deep-water wells

Reclamation
These sites were constructed in the winter with no soil salvage and minimal disturbance
to existing vegetation. The planned reclamation activities for these sites includes the
following:


Pull out any cribbing and cut and cap the existing well two meters below the ground
level



Backfill the cellar with quarry material and organics and cap with topsoil



Roll back any woody debris where possible to promote natural revegetation



Revegetate using a regulator-approved seed mix if required
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4.4.11 Thermistor Wells
Component Details


There are eight thermistor wells located in the project area:
1)
2)
3)
4)

MW-01T
MW-04T
MW-09T
MW-11T

5)
6)
7)
8)

MW-12T
MW-16T
MW-17T
MW-19T

Reclamation
These sites were constructed in the winter with no soil salvage and minimal disturbance
to existing vegetation. The planned reclamation activities for these sites includes the
following:


Pull out any cribbing and cut and cap the existing well two meters below the ground
level



Backfill the cellar with quarry material and organics and cap with topsoil



Roll back any woody debris where possible to promote natural revegetation



Revegetate using a regulator-approved seed mix if required

5.0 Permanent Closure and Reclamation
Permanent closure is the final closure of a site with no foreseeable intent by the existing proponent
to return to either active exploration or to proceed to mining. Permanent closure indicates that the
proponent intends to have no activity on the site aside from post-closure monitoring and potential
contingency actions. Permanent closure does not preclude renewed interest at the existing site or
in the area at a time beyond the foreseeable future.
Given that Husky is seeking a Significant Discovery License, components of the Slater River
Project are expected to remain open in perpetuity. Consequently, the above definition for
permanent closure does not apply. The closure and reclamation activities outlined in this document
apply only to specific project components.
Should Husky ever permanently close the project, the Permanent Closure and Reclamation
Guidelines will be revisited, and a new CRP drafted.

6.0 Progressive Reclamation
Progressive Reclamation takes place prior to permanent closure to reclaim components and/or to
decommission facilities that no longer serve the project. Project components proposed to undergo
progressive reclamation are listed in Tables 1-1, and 1-3, and include the surfaces of the wellsites,
O-41 storage area, Airstrip, and Quarry B.
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6.1 Definition of Progressive Reclamation
Progressive reclamation takes place prior to permanent closure to reclaim components
and/or decommission facilities that no longer serve a purpose. These activities can be
completed during operations with the available resources to reduce future reclamation
costs, minimize the duration of environmental exposure, and enhance environmental
protection. Progressive reclamation may shorten the time for achieving closure objectives
and may provide valuable experience on the effectiveness of certain measures that might
be implemented during permanent closure.

6.2 Opportunities for Progressive Reclamation
Minimal disturbance techniques were implemented on many of the project components
throughout the project area, including all wellsites, O-41 storage area, and the majority of
the airstrip which was never used. The components listed above were all constructed using
mulchers in the winter of 2013/2014, which has left all root beds intact. Vegetative regrowth,
and overall site health has been satisfactory to date, with no deficiencies noted on Husky
inspections completed between 2014 and 2018.

6.2.1 Wellsites
These sites were constructed in the winter with no soil salvage and minimal disturbance
to existing vegetation. The proposed reclamation activities are prescribed in Section
4.4.8 to 4.4.11. Following well abandonment, Husky will monitor the wellsites. Upon
vegetation re-establishment, meeting equivalent land capability, Husky may propose to
discontinue further inspections.

6.2.2 Airstrip, Access and O-41 Well Pad
The airstrip access material will be moved back to Quarry B and the geotextile
removed. Vegetative recovery will be achieved through natural revegetation and
utilization of regulator-approved seed mix as prescribed in Section 4.4.5. Upon
vegetation re-establishment, meeting equivalent land capability, Husky may propose to
discontinue further inspections.

6.2.3

Quarry B
Quarry B was used to provide clay/shale material for padding the all-weather access
road, and other all-weather project components. The reclamation plan for this quarry is
in the preliminary stage as prescribed in Section 4.4.6. An updated reclamation plan will
be prepared and submitted for review by the regulatory agencies. Inspections of the
site and reclamation activities are anticipated to take place over the next 3 to 5 years.

6.3 Completed Progressive Reclamation
Progressive reclamation activities to-date have consisted of natural revegetation and
component-specific activities as detailed in Section 4.4.
Annual inspection reports are available on the Sahtu Land and Water Board Public Registry
and detail progressive reclamation activities to date. Husky will continue to submit updates
of our progressive reclamation efforts.
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7.0 Temporary Closure
Husky has no intention of resuming activities in the near future on sites slated for closure.
Therefore, temporary closure is not applicable to this closure and reclamation plan.

8.0 Integrated Schedule of Activities
An integrated schedule of planned activities for 2019 is summarized in the graphic below:

8.1 Well Abandonment
Schedule-specific information for each location has been fully described in Husky’s updated
Project Description, submitted in October 2018, to the Sahtu Land and Water Board.
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8.2 Care and Maintenance
The schedule for care and maintenance activities are outlined in the table below.
Table 8-1: Care and Maintenance Schedule
Component

Activity Details

Winter Access
Security Station
Winter Access Camp

Rollback woody debris to encourage natural
revegetation, summer inspections
Rollback woody debris to encourage natural
revegetation, summer inspections
Rollback woody debris to encourage natural
revegetation, summer inspections
Stabilize with heavy equipment if required,
revegetate any deficient areas
Regrade and repack surface, replace culverts,
water and erosion control, rip-rap, summer
inspections
Regrade and repack surface, replace culverts,
water and erosion control, rip-rap, summer
inspections
Regrade and repack surface, replace culverts,
water and erosion control, rip-rap, potentially
reduce footprint, summer inspections
Water and erosion control, ditching, rip-rap,
recontouring, revegetation, summer
inspections

Winter Completions
Camp
Winter Access Ice
Roads
All-Weather Access
Road
All-Weather Staging
Area
All-Weather Base
Camp
Quarry M

Est. Activity
Date Ranges
March 2019 –
September 2019
February 2019 –
September 2019
February 2019 –
September 2019
March 2019 –
September 2019
December 2018 –
September 2019
December 2018 –
September 2019
January 2019 –
September 2019
January 2019 –
September 2019

Reclamation
The schedule for reclamation activities are outlined in the table below.
Table 8-2: Reclamation Schedule
Component

Activity Details

Airstrip, Access & O41 Wellsite
Quarry B

Initial reclamation, inspections until site
deemed satisfactory to discontinue
Create, implement, and monitor reclamation
plan

Hydrocarbon, Water,
and Thermistor Well
Pads

Initial surficial reclamation, inspections until
site deemed satisfactory to discontinue
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9.0 Post-Closure Site Assessment
The Land Use Permit closure process ensures that any residual environmental impacts of the project,
including any of its components, will be assessed and addressed to the satisfaction of the regulator.
Post-closure, Husky acknowledges its obligation to address any residual environmental impacts
associated with the project.
In the event of any post-closure environmental impacts, Husky will carry out any assessments and
activities to mitigate them to the satisfaction of the regulator.

10.0 Financial Security
Husky’s planned expenditure to be incurred from December 2018 to December 2019 is outlined in
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Table 10-1 and includes downhole abandonment costs. Future costs based on reclamation plans
for Quarry B, as well as future inspections and monitoring throughout the lifetime of the project, are
excluded from this estimate.
Updates will be provided once plans have been developed for Quarry B, and required levels of
care and maintenance have been assessed during site inspections.
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Table 10-1: Cost Estimates by Project Component for Dec. 2018 – Dec. 2019 Activities
Project Component
Winter Access

Activity
Construction,
Stabilization

Cost Estimate
$1,578,900

All-Weather Access
and Staging Area

Maintenance,
Stabilization

$219,200

All-Weather Base
Camp
Air Strip, Access,
and O-41 Well Pad

Stabilization

$61,800

Stabilization,
Reclamation

$160,100

Quarry B

Stabilization,
Reclamation Plan
Development, Initial
Reclamation
Stabilization

$502,700

Quarry M
N-09 Wellsite

$252,850

Accommodations

Stabilization,
Reclamation
Stabilization,
Reclamation
Stabilization,
Reclamation
Stabilization,
Reclamation
Supporting Cost

$1,199,750

Transportation

Supporting Cost

$3,941,000

Safety Services

Supporting Cost

$1,069,000

Environmental

Supporting Cost

$1,539,800

Communications
Rentals

Supporting Cost
Supporting Cost

$497,000
$740,300

Project Overhead
Fuels

Supporting Cost
Supporting Cost

$546,000
$1,721,000

H-64 Wellsite
Water Wells
Thermistor Wells

Total Cost Estimate

$1,202,679
$1,274,785
$772,942
$60,000

Summary
Includes building ice road and
Mackenzie Ice Bridge, all-weather road
repair, and winter maintenance.
Includes stabilization, erosion and
drainage control, repairs, and winter /
summer maintenance.
Includes erosion and drainage control
and stabilization of the site.
Includes approximately 200m of pad
material removed and placed back in
Quarry B as well as stabilization and
revegetation.
Includes initial earthworks as well as
environmental and engineering plans for
final closure.
Includes strengthening erosion control,
surface water management, and
recontouring
Includes downhole abandonment, cut
and cap, and initial site reclamation
Includes downhole abandonment, cut
and cap, and initial site reclamation
Includes downhole abandonment, cut
and cap, and initial site reclamation
Includes heavy equipment costs and
initial surface reclamation
Includes camp and catering
accommodations at site and within local
communities
Includes equipment logistics, air travel,
and barging
Includes medics, Husky safety and
security personnel, and medical
equipment/supplies.
Includes environmental personnel, waste
management activities, and equipment
Project communications
Includes fuel storage, pick-up truck
rentals, power generators, and heated
truck shop costs
Management team and office space
Diesel fuel, gasoline, lube oils, and
propane

$17,339,806
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Estimates for future inspections and care and maintenance (required through the lifetime of the
project) are anticipated to break down as follows:



$125,000 - $150,000 per year for semi-annual site inspections and reporting activities
$300,000 - $450,000 every 3 to 5 years for care and maintenance requiring heavy
equipment. Equipment would need to be barged in and out through the summer months.
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12.0 Appendix A – Maps
The following maps are viewable as PDFs, embedded here for reference:
Table 12-1: Appendix A - Maps

Map
1. Slater River Project Map

PDF

39023-Slater River
Map.pdf

2. Slater River Regional Map with Helipad
Slater River Regional
Map_wHelipad.pdf
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